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Graphic Inspector Now Reports Image Print Size: Graphics Preflight Tool
Published on 01/11/21
Zevrix Solutions announces Graphic Inspector 2.5.2, a feature update to company's quality
control solution for images and vector graphics files. Graphic Inspector can flag images
and Illustrator files with specific attributes such as resolution, color, spot channels,
bit depth, metadata, embedded fonts and more. The new version adds the ability to report
the image print size based on file's resolution and pixel dimensions. Users can also
preflight images by their width and height values.
Toronto (ON), Canada - Zevrix Solutions today announces the release of Graphic Inspector
2.5.2, a feature update to company's quality control solution for images and vector
graphic files. The software solves the problem of checking entire folders of documents for
potential problems according to specific workflow requirements. Graphic Inspector is the
only tool on the Mac market that lets the graphics industry professionals inspect both
raster images and Adobe Illustrator documents.
The new version adds the ability to report the image print size based on file's resolution
and pixel dimensions. Users can also preflight images by their width and height values
which appear in two separate columns and represented in system's measurement units. The
update also adds a contextual menu that lets users scan the selected folder directly from
the system tree panel.
"Graphic Inspector displays every bit of useful information about vector or raster graphic
files and flags the ones that match rules you define," writes Jay Nelson in Layers
magazine. "With its combination of price, utility, and thoughtful design, Graphic
Inspector is a rare gem."
Graphic Inspector is designed to help users of any trade, whether it's prepress, print,
web design, or digital photography. For example, users can quickly locate files whose
color mode is RGB, format - TIFF, resolution is below 300 dpi, ICC profile is "US Web
Coated" and so on. The app offers the following key features:
* Check multiple images and Illustrator files for potential problems
* Customizable checkup presets
* Professional prepress checks: spot colors, fonts in vector files, image compression and
more
* Search image EXIF, IPTC and GPS metadata
* Common checks such as resolution, color mode, ICC profile
Pricing and Availability:
Graphic Inspector can be purchased from the Zevrix web site for $19.95 (USD), as well as
from authorized resellers. Trial is also available for download. The update is free for
users of version 2 ($10 to upgrade from version 1). Graphic Inspector requires macOS
10.9-11.0 (Big Sur).
Zevrix Solutions:
https://zevrix.com
Graphic Inspector 2.5.2:
https://zevrix.com/graphicinspector
Download Graphic Inspector:
https://zevrix.com/downloads/GraphicInspector.dmg
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Purchase:
https://zevrix.com/store
Screenshot:
https://zevrix.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/gi2-main-red-1538.png

Located in Toronto, Canada, Zevrix Solutions provides automation and productivity
solutions for Adobe Creative Cloud and Creative Suite software, PDF workflows, graphic
file diagnostics and Microsoft Office output on Mac OS. Zevrix is dedicated to help
professionals increase their profits through automating everyday tasks, producing
error-free documents, saving disk space and cutting production costs. For more
information, visit their website. Copyright (C) 2021 Zevrix Solutions. All Rights
Reserved. Other trademarks and registered trademarks may be the property of their
respective owners.
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